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Abstract: Mining frequent patterns are one of the most important research topics in data mining. The function is to
mine the transactional data which describes the behaviour of the transaction. In an online business or in an online
shopping the customers can purchase items together. Frequent patterns are patterns such as item sets, subsequence or
substructures that appear in a data set frequently. Many efficient algorithms were developed based on the data structure
and the processing scheme. The mining of most efficient algorithms such as Apriori and FP Growth were implemented
here. In this paper we propose the efficient algorithms (Apriori and FP Growth) used to mine the frequent patterns. The
Apriori algorithm generates candidate set during each pass. It reduces the dataset by discarding the infrequent itemsets
that do not meet the minimum threshold from the candidate sets. To avoid the generation of candidate set which is
expensive the FP Growth algorithm is used to mine the database.
1 INTRODUCTION
Frequent patterns are patterns such as item sets,
subsequence or substructures that appear in a data set
frequently. From the transactional database, we can
examine the behaviour of the products purchased by the
customers. For example a set of items Mobile and Sim
card that appear frequently as well as together in a
transaction set is a frequent item set. Subsequence means
if a customer buys a Mobile he must also buy a Sim card
and then head phone etc. From the history of the database
these transactions are happening sequentially is called
sequential patterns. The Substructure refers to different
structural forms such as sub graphs, sub trees which may
be used along with item sets or sequences. Many of the
algorithms were developed for mining the frequent items.
In this paper we propose the efficient
algorithms (Apriori[5][8] and FP Growth[8]) used to mine
the frequent patterns. The Apriori algorithm generates
candidate set during each pass. It reduces the dataset by
discarding the infrequent itemsets that do not meet the
minimum threshold from the candidate sets. To avoid the
generation of candidate set which is expensive the FP
Growth algorithm is used to mine the database. The FP
Growth does not generate the candidate set instead it
generates an optimized data set that is FP tree from the
dataset. The FP tree is mined to construct a conditional
database. FP mining processes uses the divide and conquer
strategy, so the dataset shrinks and gives us quite small
conditional frequent pattern base. From this database the
frequent patterns are generated.
2 EXISTING SYSTEM
Traditional system based on the manual calculation and
dynamic counting method. Very difficult to find frequent
patterns from the large transaction using manual
calculation. Dynamic Item set counting method contains
very complex procedure. So it is difficult to implement.
DIC (Dynamic Item set Counting) algorithm[8][9] which
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uses more database scan, presents a new approach for
finding large item sets. Aim of the DIC algorithm is
improving the performance and eliminating repeated
database scan. DIC algorithm divides the database into
partitions ( intervals M ) and use a dynamic counting
strategy. DIC algorithm determines some stop points for
item set counting. Any appropriate points, during the
database scan, stopping counting, then starts to count with
another item sets.
Disadvantages:
•
Time requirement is high.
•
User interaction is not efficient.
•
Very difficult to process the large transaction.
•
It require manual calculation.
•
Very complex to implement.
3 PROBLEM DEFINITION
Mining frequent patterns in transactional databases,
relational databases, data warehouses, flat files, data
streams, advanced database systems include object
relational databases and specific application oriented
databases such as spatial databases; time series database,
text database and multimedia databases have been studied
popularly in data mining research. A fundamental problem
in data mining is the process of finding frequent patterns
in large datasets. Frequent item sets play an essential role
in many data mining tasks that try to find interesting
patterns from databases, such as association rules,
correlations, sequences, episodes, classifiers, clusters and
many more of which the mining of association rules is one
of the most popular problems.
Data mining system can generate thousands or even
millions of patterns or rules. All patterns generated by the
system are not meaningful. An interesting pattern
represents knowledge. There are several objective
measures exist based on the structure of discovered
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patterns and statistics. Mining Frequent Patterns leads to
the discovery of interesting association and correlations
within data. If a marketing manager would like to
determine which items are purchased together in the same
transactions.
IV PROPOSED SYSTEM
We propose the efficient algorithms used to mine the
frequent patterns.
1. Apriori Algorithm[5][8].
2. FP Growth[8].
The Apriori algorithm is the most popular association rule
algorithm. Apriori uses bottom up search. FP-Growth is
an algorithm for generating frequent item sets for
association rules. This algorithm compresses a large
database into a compact, frequent pattern– tree (FP tree)
structure. We analysis the time requirement between two
algorithms. And make suggestion which one is efficient.
Advantages:
 DIC (Dynamic Itemset Counting) is much slower than
every other algorithm for the real -dataset. The propose
system very fast.
 FP growth even has the advantage that the transaction
database need not be loaded in ever time.
 Very fast compare than existing system.
 Candidate key generation is minimum when using FP
growth.
IV: IMPLEMENTATION
This implementation contains following modules,

Select Transaction or dataset.

Apriori Implementation.

FP Growth Tree Generation.

Comparison.
a.
Select Transaction or dataset:
Through this module we can select the transaction. We
will use datasets like Normal DB1, Normal DB2, Plant
Cell DB, Snthetic DB, Zoo DB and 1000X8 DB[6]. These
values are used to find out the frequent items.
b. Apriori Implementation:
This modules generates the frequent patterns based on
apriori algorithm. Execution time of the algorithm this
algorithm is noted for the future comparison purpose.
Apriori algorithm works as follows:
• The first step, Apriori algorithm generates Candidate 1 –
item sets (C1). Then, item sets count and minimum
support value are compared to find the set L1 (frequent
item sets).
• The second step, algorithm use L1 to construct the set C2
of Candidate 2 – item sets. The process is finished when
there are no more candidates.
c.
FP Growth Tree Generation:
This module generates the frequent patterns based on
FP growth Algorithm. And also it generates the FP Tree to
find out the frequent patterns. The FP-growth algorithm is
currently one of the fastest approaches to frequent item set
mining. It is based on a prefix tree representation of the
given database of transactions (called an FP-tree), which
can save considerable amounts of memory for storing the
transactions.
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FP-Growth is an algorithm for generating frequent item
sets for association rules. This algorithm compresses a
large database into a compact, frequent pattern– tree (FP
tree) structure. FP – tree structure stores all necessary
information about frequent itemsets in a database. A
frequent pattern tree (or FP-tree in short) is defined as
1. The root labeled with “null” and set of items as the
children of the root.
2. Each node contains of three fields: item-name (holds the
frequent item), count (number of transactions that share
that node), and node- link (next node in the FP-tree).
3. Frequent-item header table contains two fields, itemname and head of node link (points to the first node in the
FP-tree holding the item).
d.
Comparison:
This module generates the bar chart to differentiate the
execution time of the two algorithms. Through this
module we can easily differentiate the two algorithms.
4 RESULT ANALYSIS
After implementing both the algorithms we have measure
the execution time for different databases and generated
the bar chart to find an efficient algorithm. The result
analysis is shown below.
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Fig 1 : Normal DB1

Fig 2 : Normal DB2
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Fig 3 : Plant Cell DB
Fig 6 : 1000X8 DB
5 CONCLUSION
We have implemented both the algorithms using java net
beans. We have tested the algorithms on intel core i3
machine with 2GB RAM. A Datasers used here for testing
are Normal DB1, Normal DB2, Plant Cell DB, Snthetic
DB, Zoo DB and 1000X8 DB. From the results, we can
conclude that FP Growth algorithm works better than the
Apriori algorithm in terms of Execution time.
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Fig 5 : Zoo DB
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